Introduction
There are two objectives to this paper. The first is to publish my notes on polarization ray tracing. Numerous commercial optical design and analysis computer codes now perform polarization ray tracing. I hope this simple and clear discussion of the coordinate frames and sign conventions used in a polarization ray trace will help users of these codes. As thin films are central to a polarization analysis of an optical system, I have also included a short example of a thin film computation and how the results couple to the polarization ray trace. The reason for explicitly showing the thin film equations is that there are sign conventions imposed on the boundary value equations by the orientation and handedness of the various coordinate frames which are attached to the geometric rays. The thin ifim computation also leads into the second objective which is to discuss a specific problem encountered in the polarization analysis of a large space borne radiometer (NASA's Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer -MODIS). A large amount of data is required to adequately describe the reflectance or transmittance of the many surfaces in such a system. Getting this data from the coating vendors to the instrument manufacture is laborious and error prone. A possible solution is proposed involving distributed thin film computations at vendor sites via the internet.
Polarization Ray Trace Notes
As light passes through an optical system the reflections and refractions will change the polarization state of the light. If we assume that all of the materials in the thin film coatings and substrate are isotropic and homogeneous, then calculating the amount of "instrumental" polarization is a relatively straight forward task. In the following sections we will present all of the steps required to perform a "polarization ray trace" calculation for a single monochromatic ray. Only the electric field will be used in the discussion. The following discussion does not explain in detail all of the required theoretical but does present the formulas at a text book level for one ray.
Calculating the attenuation of light through an optical system is relatively simple, and requires at the very least a lens reflectivity or transmissivity. Determining the polarization sensitivity of an optical system is still relatively straight forward requiring a knowledge of the behavior of the "s" and "p" components at each interface for the chief ray. Determining the thin film induced aberrations of an optical system is a somewhat more demanding task. Questions about the arithmetic sign of the phase factors and how this relates to the overall optical path difference (OPD) of a ray are ubiquitous. Knowledge of thin film phase effects which modify the OPD's of rays are a requirement for this last mentioned computation. A consistent scheme of coordinate frames and sign conventions is probably the most demanding task of a polarization ray trace.
Maxwell's Equations in a Conducting Medium
In an isotropic medium' with x----4no= (1) c3t c x+E.=O (2) C at (3) . (4) These are the familiar Maxwell) equation describing the time variation and spatial dependence of the electric and magnetic vector fields E and H. c is the speed oflight in vacuum.
Wave Equation
If the plane wave electric field associated with a ray is given by (note the sign convention in the exponent)
where the propagation vector k is defined as -.
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and the complex (noting the sign) index of refraction is given by N=n+iK ,
then equations (2) and (5) 
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with k pointing in the direction of the propagation. These ray k coordinate frames will always be right handed with
In this frame the (transverse) electric field is given by The "p" vectors are in the plane of incidence. For normal incidence is automatically tangent to the surface. 
Local Coordinate Frame Rotations
In general a ray (segment) will have two local coordinate frames attached to it. As shown in figure 3 we have a local coordinate frame 0 after surface 1 and frame 0'before surface 2. If the plane wave propagating in the direction k1 has a electric field given by in the 0 frame, then in the 0' frame we have.
and the row vector by + =(E; E)=(EI with E* denoting complex conjugation and E Hermitian conjugation.
Local Ray Coordinate Frames
At each interface we have an incident ray k1 , a reflected ray kr and a transmitted ray and a surface normal h, which is oriented such that the scalar product frk1 > 0. The local s and p directions for each of these rays is given by n = (11)
Where the components transform by
where the subscript R2 indicates the incident surface and is a 2 even though all of the subscripts in equ. 15 are 1. Because optical thin films can play a significant role in a optical systems polarization sensitivity and thin film phase aberrations, it is instructive to include a sample thin film computation showing the choice of coordinate frames. A three layer stack brings out all of the salient algebraic points. Referring to fig. 4 we have a ray E0 incident on a thin film stack resulting in a reflected ray E0 and a transmitted ray E3. Each of these rays has a coordinate frame attached to it as shown. The thin film computation assumes a surface coordinate frame which is shown in fig. 4 . At each interface, within this film stack, we have continuity of the tangential components of the E and H fields. Hence at surface number 1 at point A we have (in a coordinate frame where i 'k = 0 in the exponent of equ.5 at surface 1 at that point) (E0+E0') (÷E') xñ (kxE + k0'xE') xf = (k1xE1
For the "s" component (referring to Figure 4) equations (16) and (18) become
N N _ (E 0cosO0 -E0"cose0)
For the "p" component equations (16) and (18) become Ecose0 -E'cose0 fig. 4 and with the angles obeying Snell's law, N0 sin80 =Nm Sfl Om. The form of the inverse matrices is A0 Ie\ = B1 1e1\ where we note that in equ. 42 only the thickness of the mth layer appears. After all of the matrix multiplications are performed equation (40) becomes (4) For thin films with more than two layers, equ. 40 simply has more factors.
Matrix form of the Equations
A1 = B2 le2S A2 = leo) A' (BA') (B2A;'e3)(40)
Reflectivity
Using equations (28) and (30) 
Polarization Ray Trace
From equations (15) and (51) we see that at each surface the expression m)
connects the electric field before and after each surface. The expression in) S R S R S2R2 S1R1 EEc,)
shows how the incoming plane wave electric field is modified by the intervening surfaces. The magnitude of the energy flux, m " a pencil of light, after the m surface is given by (to within a constant of proportionality) n cos eA n cos eA 
Specific Problems
In practice there are two methods of performing a polarization analysis of an optical system. The first, and I think the more prevalent one, is to ignore the polarization ray trace portions of existing computer codes and create a "spread sheet" version. The main reasons for choosing this path are not having to read manuals, the satisfaction of having created something from scratch and reasonably quick answers. The second method is to use the existing polarization ray trace portions of the optical design codes. The advantage of this approach is that one need only prepare "input" data and get results. Both approaches work well for simple optical systems and both have their problems for large instruments with demanding requirements on polarization sensitivity for many wavelength bands and many optical surfaces, each with its own coating. Writing your own polarization ray trace program shifts the work from optical analysis to computer program maintenance. This is especially true for spread sheet calculations because they are "non-structured" programing languages; in a sense one has too much flexibility. When using the polarization ray trace in existing optical analysis codes the problem is getting the large amount of surface reflectance and transmittance data into the program and interpreting the output.
remote coatings vendors and optical design programs. But for now, the main reason for this type of distributed processing is that it would greatly expedite the radiometric evaluation of lenses and coatings and would leave (for historical reasons) separate the tasks of optical and coating design. Implementing this would involve dynamic link libraries, encryption of data and lots of other items with many computer and internet terms used to describe the process.
Conclusion
Polarization ray tracing is an established fact and a relatively straight forward procedure. It is a part of many commercial lens design and analysis programs. Providing easy access to (selected portions) of optical thin ifim coating vendors computer codes may considerably improve and simplify the radiometric evaluation of optical systems. The proposed distributed network would require optical design codes which can access, via the internet, vendor maintained thin film computers for thin film computations. This scheme will simplify the lens designers task. It should also simplify the coating vendors task, because it would significantly reduce the time required to evaluate a particular design in a optical system.
